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ABSTRACT
An appropriate technique, Time o f Flight, is proposed and developed to isolate 
and monitor the mobility o f ionic species from the conductivity. Typically the 
conductivity is measured through dielectric technique, Frequency Dependent 
Electromagnetic Sensing. Therefore, correlated to FDEMS, TOF measurement is able to 
provide more accurate information regarding the changing in the species, as well as in the 
concentration o f ions in the physical and chemical states during the curing process.
Presently, there is an assumption in previous reports that the number o f charge 
carriers, N*, remains constant in a curing material. This is particularly true when 
approximately relating the electrical conductivity to the macroscopic viscosity. But in the 
most o f case, N* is not a constant at all. The most prevalent instance is in hydrogen- 
bonded systems, where proton conduction and free ion proximity cause the changing of 
number o f charge carriers. Time of Flight measurement is a really promising technique, 
because o f its capability o f isolating the mobility measurement from the conductivity. 
Therefore, equipped with dielectric measurement, TOF is powerful to separately monitor 
changes in the numbers o f charge carriers due to temperature alterations in the curing 
process.
The first step o f this research was to develop the Time o f Flight technique by 
optimizing the experimental parameters on a list o f pulse length, applied voltage, and 
temperature. After setting up a stated mode o f experiment and data analysis in the 
simplest non-hydrogen-bonded system, the technique is appropriately applied to the 
hydrogen-bonding systems where the effects o f number and type o f H-bonding groups on 
mobility will be isolated. My research then involved the examination o f a hydrogen- 
bonding system, attempting to compare the different result o f the two media in which the 
TOF measurement is applied. Also supported with the successful experiments of 
FDEMS and viscosity measurements, the research is able to focus on verification of Time 
o f Flight technique by correlating the relationship o f conductivity, mobility, and viscosity 
o f a material due to the temperature alternation.
ix
DEVELOPMENT OF A TECHNIQUE TO 
ISOLATE MEASUREMENT OF IONIC MOBILITY
Chapter 1.0
Introduction
The purpose of this research is to develop Time of Flight technique on the basis 
of previous experiments and then use the technique to separately monitor changes in 
the number of charge carriers along with changes in mobility of a polymer during a 
curing process or temperature variations.
In the applied science field, the ability to monitor in situ the process of any 
physical and chemical state is highly desired. In this research the curing process of a 
polymer is most interested. The technique of monitoring electrical and material 
properties throughout the reaction is an appropriate method. Typically the electrical 
conductivity, a, is measured through dielectric measurements using an in-situ micro­
sensor and a multi-frequency impedance analyzer. The impedance of a material is 
measured over a range of frequencies, giving the value of capacitance (C) and 
conductance (G), through the equation
Z ' = G + ifflC 
[Equation 1.1] 1
where ^  =2 n f  Then another quantity £ *, the complex permittivity of a material, 
can be determined with a known G and C value by the following equations,
e * =  e ’ — /  e ”
[Equationl .2]2
£ ’ =  C  / C o  
[Equation 1.3]
£ ”  =  G  /  «  C o  
[Equation 1.4]
where C 0 is the air replaceable capacitance of the sensor. At low viscosities, low 
frequencies, and high temperature, the ionic conductivity dominates the impedance of 
a material. In this case,
a  = co e 0 e ”
[Equation 1.5]3
where £ 0 is the permittivity of free space equal to 8.854xl0*14C2J‘1cm'1.
The ionic conductivity of a material on a molecular level is the sum of the 
product of the number of ions and their respective mobility,
a  = Z  N; \\i 
[Equation 1.6]4
where p is the translation mobility of ions, and N is the number of ions of that species. 
In general, an inverse proportionality between viscosity and ionic conductivity is 
observed as previously reported.5'8
a=k n 'x 
[Equation 1.7] 4
where q is viscosity, a macroscopic characteristic, k is a constant, and x is a value 
between 1 and 0. Previously reported studies applied the in-situ measurement of a  to
2
monitor viscosity, which is impossible to be monitored directly and on-line during 
cure. But certainly only where the number of ions remains constant is the assumption 
equating conductivity to ionic mobility valid. For a general understanding of electrical 
mobility related to the macroscopic viscosity, this assumption could be accurate. But 
in the most of case it could lead to inaccuracies in measurements of viscosity from 
conductivity, where the number of ions, N,-, is no longer a constant any more. In 
hydrogen-bonded systems, proton conduction and free ion proximity cause a changing 
number of charge carriers. Epoxies, polyamides and polyimides are widely used 
polymer system in industries, and are examples of materials that do not have a 
constant number of ions.
Appropriate techniques that could isolate the number of ions from their mobility 
will be valuable in accurate monitoring changes in the physical and chemical state 
during cure process. Time of Flight measurement is a powerful, promising technique 
to isolate and measure ionic mobility. Correlated to dielectric measurement of 
conductivity, the Time of Flight technique will permit separate measurement of 
changes in the number of mobile ions along with changes in ionic mobility of a 
polymer system throughout the curing process.
Since the Time of Flight technique is a new technique for this application, there 
are several variables that affect the measurement result. The primary goal of this 
research is to develop the appropriate parameters of this technique over a range of 
temperature, length of voltage pulse, magnitude of applied voltage, and viscosity. As
3
in previous reports, the Time of Flight technique was used at a fixed voltage and pulse 
length.9,10 But in this research, because materials experience significant changes in 
viscosity during temperature variation, the pulse length and voltage should be 
adjusted to obtain accurate data. Two types of polymer systems were examined in the 
research, the non-hydrogen-bonded model and hydrogen-bonded model. Due to the 
simplicity of the non-hydrogen-bonded model, it was more focused on than 
hydrogen-bonded model. Consequently most of the discussion and conclusions 
resulted from the non-hydrogen-bonded system. Further studies will concentrate on 
model H-bonded systems to relate proton mobility to structure, type and proximity of 
proton donation groups, particularly in epoxy resins.
4
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Chapter 2.0 
Time of Flight
Time of Flight is a powerful, promising technique to measure charge transport.
across a fixed distance between electrodes. Therefore, charge carrier mobility, and 
so-called ionic mobility can be measured separately from conductivity, which is 
generally measured through dielectric spectroscopy.
Typically, ionic mobility is examined as a function of conductivity, and 
concentration of the ions is assumed to be constant. The equation expressing this 
relation is described as
Where, a  represents conductivity, N/ is the number of /th ion species and represents 
the ion concentration in solution, and p, is the translation mobility of that ion.
Because our measurements systems are in a liquid state, a simple model for an 
ionic conductor with blocking electrodes is described in [Figure2.1]2.
By this technique, it is possible to study the transit time of charge carriers directly
a=£N,-p,-
[Equation 2.1]
[Figure 2.1] a) Equilibrium ion distribution before and at the time o f application o f the voltage
b) Steady-state ion distribution at the end o f first poling process, t= tvo\.
c) The ion distribution at the end o f second depolarization process, t=  oo.
TOF technique uses these two poling steps. The first step creates the polarization 
of charge at the electrodes. The second step involves measuring the time for this 
concentration of charge to move to the opposite electrode after reversing the voltage. 
In the second step, TOF uses the shape of current versus time after a reversal of the 
voltage polarity to find a characteristic maximum value of the curve. This time marks 
the transit time of carrier between electrodes.
When first applied, the voltage at the electrodes results in an attraction between 
opposite charges, and the anions move towards the anode, while cations migrate 
towards the cathode. After a certain amount of time, long enough to accumulate 
mobile ions in the vicinity of the electrodes, the polarity of applied voltage is reversed. 
Then these ions are drawn to the opposite electrode. The number of ions reaching 
the electrodes produces the output current. Thus the current is a function of 
concentration of mobile ions. A peak in the current occurs when the ions, which were 
pulled to the electrodes in step 1, have moved across the distance separating the 
electrodes during the voltage reversal step. After a time, an accumulating process 
leads to a decrease of the mobile ion concentration, and consequently, to a decrease of 
this ion diffusion current.3 Due to the voltage being applied in consecutive voltage 
pulses, the observed current after the initial polarization pulse is in the form of a series
8
of humps. Figure 2 depicts the voltage cycle used for the TOF measurements, with 
corresponding current signals during a four-pulse sequence.
1500 2000500 1000
b) Time(s)
a) Tlme[s]
[Figure 2.2] Scheme o f a) voltage and
b) Current time dependencies during the TOF measurement 
TOF records two observed quantities: 1. transit time, or time-of-flight T (T), 
which equals the time interval between tpeak and tG ; 2. equilibrium current (I), the 
current at the end of the pulse. A simple relation can be deduced from the following
derivations
T = d / Vd 
[Equation 2.2] 1
Where, d is the distance between two electrodes, Vd is the drift velocity.
Assuming that average electric field E in the sample is not significantly impacted 
by the accumulated charge, then
E = V / d 
[Equation 2.3]
where V is applied voltage. The relation between ion mobility and drift velocity is
Vd = U E 
[Equation 2.4]
where U is ion mobility. Combining the equations 2,3,4, the result is
u = d2 / TV 
[Equation 2.5]
Equation 2.5 describes how the effective ion mobility can be calculated through 
measurement of T and the fixed parameters V and d.
In a polymer system, viscosity and ion conductivity are macroscopic 
measurements governed by microscopic properties. They characterize chain segment 
mobility and ion mobility.3 In general, an inverse proportionality between viscosity 
and ionic conductivity is observed as previously reported. 4-7
o=kn'x 
[Equation 2 .6]1
Where n is viscosity, k is a constant, and x is a value between 1 and 0.
Substituting equation 2.6 into equation 2.1, and assuming N is constant, an 
equation is derived in which ionic mobility is directly related to viscosity
10
u = K / n x 
[Equation 2.7]
Where K is a fitting constant.
As described in the above equations, the following factors affect time-of-flight 
time T: the magnitude of the applied voltage, length of time of the pulse, the distance 
between the two electrodes (sensor geometry), and the viscosity of the medium. The 
amount of mobile charge present in the dielectric medium should be insufficient to 
perturb the applied electric field.1 The applied voltage should be strong enough to 
make certain that all of the ions travel the distance between the electrodes. 
Furthermore, the pulse length should be long enough to bring the ions to the 
electrodes. If the pulse length is too small, some of ions are left “floating” between
O
the electrodes. In this case the observed transit time of the polarized charge will be 
shorter than the true time as many ions have not completed the total distance.
11
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Chapter 3.0 
Related Experimental Techniques
Along with the focus of this work Time of Flight, three related techniques are 
used in this research: Frequency Dependent Electromagnetic Sensing; Rheological 
Measurement; and Modulated Temperature Differential Scanning Calorimetry. 
Conductivity and viscosity measurements were conducted to test and verify relations 
from Equation 2.1 to Equation 2.7, and DSC measurements were used to estimate the 
liquid-solid Tg transition temperature of the materials, which served as the lowest 
temperature of interest for TOF measurements.
3.1. Frequency Dependent Electromagnetic Sensing
FDEMS, Frequency Dependent Electromagnetic Sensing is a versatile, 
convenient method for measuring microscopic changes in a system which undergoes 
chemical reactions accompanied by changes in the physical properties such as 
crystallization, gelation and/or vitrification, phase separation, polymerization, etc. 
FDEMS employs impedance measurement to monitor motions of ions and dipole 
particles in the dielectric medium.1 The measurements are taken in-situ by using a 
sensor probe. This allows continuous monitoring of advancement of the reaction 
process in a nondestructive way. A unique characteristic of FDEMS is the wide
14
frequency range, from the hertz to the megahertz, over which the ions and dipoles in a 
polymer material respond to an applied electric field.
The foundation of the technique is the ability to monitor at the molecular level, 
the translation mobility of ions and rotational mobility of dipoles in the presence of a 
force created by an electric field.1 FDEMS measurements are useful over periods 
from a few seconds to numbers of years (life monitoring). Measurements of ionic and 
dipolar mobility can be used to monitor changes in macroscopic properties, such as 
viscosity, Tg, and degree of cure of a dielectric material.
Polarization
To better understand FDEMS, one should examine the electrical properties of 
atoms and molecules in an electric field. Atoms and molecules are electrically neutral, 
but they contain spatially separated electrical charges under an applied electric field, 
E.4 There are three different responses to an applied field E: ions travel to their 
respective oppositely charged electrode; electron clouds of atoms and molecules 
distort form their original position; and dipoles rotate to align opposite to the electric 
field. The response to these last two phenomena is described by polarizability, a t . 
The polarizability relates to an average total polarized dipole moment of a molecule, 
u t, by
15
u t =  a  t  F  
[Equation 3.1]5
where F is the applied internal electric field acting on the molecule.
The three distinct components compose the total polarization in response to E.
P t o t a l  — P d is to r t io n  F P d ip o la r
[Equation 3.2] 6
where P d is to r t io n  is distortion polarization due to the perturbation of the electron cloud 
surrounding the nucleus and the displacement of the atomic nuclei and results in the 
rearranging of the atomic bond angels and bond lengths, and P d ip o ia r  is the dipolar 
orientation polarization aroused from rotational dipole movement.
Therefore the total polarization P to tai is the product of the number of molecules, 
N, and the total polarized dipole moment per molecule.
P to ta l  =  N  U t F  
[Equation 3.3] 6
In the dipolar region of absorbance, by using proper frequencies, FDEMS is 
effectively able to separate and accurately measure P d ip o ia r  from P to t a i ,  by
P d ip o la r  — N  a  d ip o la rF
[Equation 3.4] 1
Capacitance
16
To better understand how FDEMS measurements relate to electrical impedance
requires an understanding of capacitance. Capacitance is the ability of a material to 
store a given charge for a given potential difference.7 Here we introduce a parallel 
plate capacitor to illustrate the theory and the relation to the electrical impedance. A 
fixed distance separates the two identical plates, and each plate is created charge +/- Q 
on opposite plates, by applied voltage V. [Figure 3.1]
111
gljfi
[Figure 3.1] Parallel Plate Capacitor8 
The capacitance is defined as the ratio of the magnitude of charge, Q and the 
applied voltage, V
C= Q l  V 
[Equation 3.5] 7
When a dielectric material is put between the two plates, the electric field polarizes 
the dielectric material, so as to produce charge in the material [Figure 3.2].
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[Figure 3.2] Effect of polarization of (a) ion (b) dipolar rotation1 
Correspondingly, the polarization of the dielectric material affects the charge 
distribution on the two plates, which changes the capacitance
C = ( Q + P ) I V  
[Equation 3.6] 6 
where P  is the polarization of the material.
If the plates are placed close enough to each other, the electric field at any point
between the two plates can be assumed to behave as though the point were next to an 
infinite plane of change. So the surface charge density, o , can be defined as the 
charge per unit area, A
° = QIA 
[Equation 3.7] 7
Using Gauss’ law, each plate contributes an electric field, En, as
En= O / 2 e 0 
[Equation 3.8] 4
where e 0 is the permittivity of free space equal to 8.854xl0'14C2J'1cm‘1. When 
considering two plates, the total field, Et, is defined as
Et= o / e 0 
[Equation 3.9]
The potential between the plates producing the electric field is
V=E t s 
[Equation 3.10] 7
where s is the distance of the two plates. Substituting equation 3.9 into equation 3.10 
gives
V= o s / e 0 
[Equation 3.11]
Placing equation 3.7 into equation 3.11 leads to
19
[Equation 3.12]
Then combining equation 3.12 with equation 3.5, the capacitance is finally defined as
C - s / A  £ o 
[Equation 3.13] 7
The last step shows that the capacitance only relies on the geometry of the system 
used.
Permittivity
Central to FDEMS is the use of impedance measurements, which are frequency 
dependent. The relation between impedance, conductance and capacitance is
Z'1 = G + ;<*>C 
[Equation 3.14] 9
where Z, G, C represent impedance, conductance, and capacitance respectively, is 
the product of 2 n and the frequency, and i is the imaginary component. The complex 
permittivity, £ *, is related to the dielectric permittivity, £ ’, and the dielectric loss 
factor, £ ” by
e * = e ’ -  i e ”
[Equation 3.15] 10
The relationship of the complex permittivity to conductance, and capacitance is
defined using the current, I, in amperes, as
I = /6)Co £ *V
[Equation 3.16] 10
Substituting equation 3.15 in equation 3.16 gives
I = (i«Co £ ’+coC0 £ ”)V 
[Equation 3.17] 11 
Since Ohm’s Law is V=IZ, the following equation can be derived
Z-l = i«C 0 £ ’ + o> Co £ ”
[Equation 3.18]
Combining equation 3.18 and equation 3.14 leads to
G + z co C = z cj Cc £ ’ + c»> C0 £ ”
[Equation 3.19]
Then separating the real and imaginary part yields two equations
 ^ Cmaterial /Co
[Equation 3.19]
 ^ Gmaterial / C*) C0 
[Equation 3.20]
Both ionic and dipolar components contribute to the dielectric permittivity and 
the dielectric loss factor. Therefore, both £ ’, and £ ” can be described as3
£ ’ = £ ’i + £ ’d 
[Equation 3.21]
21
e ” =  e ”i + e ”d 
[Equation 3.22]
With the experimental condition varying, either the ionic or dipolar terms may 
dominate. For instance, during a temperature ramp, at low temperature and high 
frequencies, where the medium is quite viscous, the dipolar rotation supplies 
generally higher contributions than the ionic mobility. But at high temperature and 
low frequencies, where the medium is very fluid, the ionic motion gives a larger 
response. Considering the combined influence of the ionic and dipolar motion to the 
dielectric loss factor, gives
e ” = ( ct/  cj e 0) +  [ ( e 0 - e J  g>2t ]  /  ( 1+  c o V )
[Equation 3.23] 1
By ignoring the second term, the dipolar polarization, which is insignificant at 
low viscosities and at low frequencies (less than 1000 Hz), equation 3.23 can be 
reduced to
a  =  co £ o e ”
[Equation 3.24]3
3.2. Rheological Measurement
12Rheology is defined as the science of the deformation and flow of matter.
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Rheological data give insight into the dynamical and mechanical properties of 
materials such as viscosity, gel point, and modulus. This research employed a 
rheometer to acquire viscosity at different temperature. Viscosity is the resistance of a 
fluid to flow. It results from the movement of any solid object through the fluid, or the 
motion of the fluid itself past obstacles, or even internally on the fluid between 
different moving-rate adjacent layers. In general, on a macroscopic scale, the 
equation describing the relation of viscosity is
F/A = t = n (d y /dt)
[Equation 3.25] 14
where F is a shear force, A is the area, and t  , q , y are shear stress, viscosity, 
and strain respectively. Time dependent rheology takes measurements of the 
sinusoidal stress, t , (force per unit area) and strain, y , (change in dimension per 
unit dimension), and uses this data to gain insight into the viscoelastic properties of 
the material as a function of frequency. This experiment used a Rheometrics Dynamic 
Analyzer 1000 to attain the coefficient of viscosity. The rheometer takes 
measurements by imposing a sinusoidal shear force on the sample. A parallel plate 
geometry is used in this experiment, and samples are sandwiched between two plates 
of known distance. The experiment is the so-called constant stress, strain 
measurement. A motor drives one plate to oscillate, while the other is activated due to 
a torque transducer, describing the responding strain of the materials. The force and 
the strain are between 0° to 90° out of phase for viscoelastical materials.15
23
In this type of experiment an oscillatory stress is applied to the sample. The 
frequency of the oscillation can be varied over an enormous range. The equation 
describing the applied shear stress is14
x = x o sin( co t)
[Equation 3.26]
where co is the angular frequency of the applied stress in radians/sec (equal to 2 n f  
w here/is the frequency in cycles/sec).
If the sample happens to be perfectly elastic, then the strain would be completely 
in-phase with applied stress and would vary as
Y =  Y o  sin(cot)
[Equation 3.27]
But most polymers behave somewhere between totally fluid and perfectly elastic, 
and so are considered viscoelastic. The resulting strain is out of phase with applied 
stress with a phase angle of 8 , somewhere between 0° to 90°. The corrective 
equation for the resulting strain is given
Y =  Y o sin( co t - 8 )
[Equation 3.28]
It is actually more convenient (and usual) to “reset and zero” and consider the 
stress “leading” the strain by an amount of an angle 8 , so that
x (t) = x 0 sin( co t + 8 )
[Equation 3.29]
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and
Y ( t )  =  Y o  sin(cot)
[Equation 3.30]
A graph describes the relation of the applied stress and the resulting strain in 
[Figure 3.3].
[Figure 3.3] Phase Shift between Shear Stress/ Shear Strain16
Equation 3.29 can be rewritten as:
r (t) = ( r o cos 8 ) sin cot + ( x 0 sin 8 ) cos co t 
[Equation 3.31]
which expresses the stress in terms of an in-phase component (sin co t) and an 
out-of-phase component (coscot) with respect to the strain. By considering Hooke’s 
law
t  (t) = G Y 0sin( co t)
[Equation 3.32]
The relationship between stress and strain can now be defined as
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T (t) = Y o [G’( CO ) sin co t + G” ( co ) C O S  co t]
[Equation 3.33]
The in-phase component, G’( co ), so-called the storage modulus, and the 
out-of-phase component, G”( co ), the loss modulus, are defined individually as
G’( CO ) = ( x Q/ y 0) cos S 
[Equation 3.34]
and
G”( CO ) = (  T 0 /  y  0) s in  8
[Equation 3.35]
G’( co) and G”( co ) separately represent the storage of the elastic energy (G5) and the 
dissipation, or loss, of the elastic energy (G”). They combine to create the complex 
shear modulus, G*, where
G* = G’( co ) + / G”( co )
[Equation 3.36]
The relationship between the complex shear modulus and the dynamic viscosity, 
T[ *, is
n* = G* /co 
[Equation 3.37] 16 
Equation 3.36 can be rewritten as two terms
n ’ = G’(co)/co and n ”= G ”(<o)/w
[Equation 3.38] [Equation 3.39]
Substituting G’( co ) and G”( co ) with the previous derivation, gives
q ’ =  [ t (t) sin( co t)/ y  (t) cos( co t + 8 )] cos 8 /  co 
[Equation 3.40]
and
n ” = [ T (t) sin( co t)/ y (t) cos( co t + 8 )] s in  8 / co 
[Equation 3.41]
Through rheological measurement, a viscosity versus temperature measurement 
can be attained experimentally. Values of viscosity then are correlated to TOF and 
FDEMS measurements.
3.3. Modulated Temperature Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is generally used to measure thermal 
behavior in material. The conventional DSC involves recording the heat necessary to 
maintain the same temperature in the sample of interested and the reference material 
as the two specimens are subjected to an identical temperature range.13 Whereas, by 
description, MTDSC uses a modulated temperature profile combined with a 
deconvolution procedure to obtain the same information as conventional Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry, as well as the response to the modulation.17
MTDSC can be applied to a range of processes governed by Arrhenius type
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kinetic behavior and is commonly used for analyzing the weak transitions, complex 
transitions, initial crystallinity, the heat capacity, and thermal conductivity. The 
application of MTDSC includes the following types of processes:
1. The irreversible annealing process, crystallization, reorganization, and melting 
process.
2. The glass transitions.
3. Transformations that follow Arrhenius type kinetics, such as curing, oxidation, 
degradation, vaporation, etc.
In this research, MTDSC was used to obtain characteristic information over the 
range of temperatures of the TOF measurements, which is above the glass transition 
temperature of the systems of interest.
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Chapter 4.0 
Experimental Procedure
4.1. Measurement Equipment
4.1.1. Time of Flight Measurements
A High-Voltage Source-Current-Measurement unit, Keithley 237, was used to set 
up the direct voltage and measure the output current. The sensor was immersed in the 
analyte, and the sensor leads were connected to the Keithley 237. The equipment was 
operated by and the data stored on an IBM/P S2 computer equipped with data 
acquisition software developed specifically for this application. After setting relevant 
experimental parameters, such as voltage, pulse length, and the number of pulses in 
the setup program, the computer sends the appropriate signal to the Keithley 237, 
telling the Keithley 237 to put a DC voltage across the sensor electrode. The applied 
voltage on the electrode attracts the ions and ion migration occurs in the resin liquid, 
which creates the output current, or rate of ion arrival at the electrode. The Keithley 
237 records the output current at time intervals at approximately every 0.33 seconds. 
There were two types of ovens used to adjust the temperature: Thermolyne 47900 
Furnace for the temperatures above room temperature; and a Delta Design 9015 for 
the temperatures below the ambient temperature. Each oven can be programmed to 
ramp up or down to a certain temperature, and hold at that temperature for a given
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time. To record the exact temperature of materials, a thermocouple was inserted in the 
resin liquid, out of contact with the sensor. A hand-held device, Bamant 
Theromcouple Thermometer supplied the real temperature readings. Figure 4.1 shows 
the experimental setup.
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[Figure 4.1] ToF Experimental Setup1
4.1.2. FDEMS Measurements
FDEMS measurements was taken by a HP 4192A LF Impedance Analyzer, over 
a frequency range from 50Hz to 10MHz. A geometry independent interdigitated 
electrode sensor [Figure 4.2] 2, made of a polyimide Kapton matrix, was used to 
measure the impedance of the material using the impedance bridge. The impedance 
measurement system could make multiplexed sensor measurements. The FDEMS 
sensor is planar, 25 millimeter by 12.5 millimeter in area, and 0.5 millimeter in 
thickness. Its composition involves a kapton substrate etched with successive layers of
0 . -jconductive metals . The sensor is inert and leads have been attached and epoxy 
soldering cured at a temperature exceeding 200°C.
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[Figure 4.2] FDEMS Sensor2
4.1.3. Rheometry Measurements
Rheometry Measurements were obtained through the Advanced Rheometer 1000 
produced by Thermal Analysis Instruments, and used their thermal analysis software. 
[Figure 4.3] Two types of plates were available for this application: the Peltier Plate 
and the Parallel Plate. The Peltier Plate, composed of a larger heated plate on the 
bottom and a smaller oscillating plate on the top, was used in the low temperature 
range below 100°C. For temperatures higher than 100°C, the Parallel Plate system was 
used. It uses two identical small size plates on the bottom and top. Using a fixed 
distance less than one millimeter between two plates, the measurements were taken 
using the setup parameters: the shear strain, the temperature range, the rate of the 
temperature ramp, and the frequency sweep of the oscillation.
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[Figure 4.3] Rheometer Setup (a) Peltier Plate (b) Parallel Plate1
4.1.4. DSC Measurements
A Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimeter 2920, produced by Thermal 
Analysis Instruments, was used to measure the thermal properties of the analyte, 
namely Tg. The Encapsulate Press device and aluminum hermetic pans were used to 
prepare the samples for the measurements. The temperature was controlled by the 
DSC Refrigerated Cooling System. The software provided by the instrument company 
gave the opportunity to choose the types of temperature modulation. There were three 
types of choice: Conventional MDSC, MDSC Heat Only, and MDSC
Quasi-Isothermal. Since the objective of the DSC is to determine the glass transition 
temperature of material, Conventional MDSC is precise enough to meet this need. 
When setting the parameters of the experiments, such as Modulation Temperature 
Amplitude, Modulation Period, Ramp Rate, fixed values were provided consecutively
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as: +/- 1.000°C, 60.00 sec, 1 °C/min. The Tg of six chemicals were initially examined: 
cyanate, DGEBA, polysulfone, o-terphenyl, MCDEA, and D121. The relative 
temperature ranges studied were 0°C-150°C, -20°C-100°C, 50°C-300°C, 25°C-200°C, 
and -70°C-25°C respectively. See [Figure 4.4] for the experimental setup.
N% C y l in d e r
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[Figure 4.4] DSC Experimental Setup
4.1.5. Chemical Analytes
As mentioned above, six chemicals were examined in this research: 1,1- 
bis(4-cyanatophenyl) ethane, an epoxy of diglycidylether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA),
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polysulfone, o-terphenyl, MCDEA, and a resin of a dimethacrylate monomer (D121). 
They were selected because we wanted to test materials with a broad range of 
viscosities without degradation or crystallization, or other changing process. Previous 
work was carried out on the cyanate resin, a simple, non-hydrogen-bonded system. 
[Figure 4.5] Due to the high conductivity from the high concentration of ions in this 
material, a parallel plate capacitor with a large distance between two electrodes was 
used in the experiments, maximizing the distance for ions to travel. It was found that 
the time of flight in the cyanate system was too short for real time measurements even 
with this capacitor. The resin was too fluid and the ion mobility too fast to provide 
consistent accurate TOF experimental results. The average equilibrium current of the 
cyanate was approximately 10E-3A in this large capacitor system in a temperature of 
30°C to 90°C, again quite high.
[Figure 4.5] Structure of 1,1-bis(4-cyanatophenyl) ethane 
The research was then shifted to other chemicals such as DGEBA [Figure 4.6], 
polysulfone [Figure 4.7], o-terphenyl [Figure 4.8], MCDEA [Figure 4.9].
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[Figure 4.6] Structure of epoxy of diglycidylether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA)
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[Figure 4.7] Structure of polysulfone
[Figure 4.8] Structure of o-terphenyl
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[Figure 4.9] Structure of MCDEA
The DGEBA is relatively viscous medium at room temperature. Because of its
hydrogen-bonding properties, it was not an ideal system to study for optimizing the
TOF technique. The more viscous medium, polysulfone, was examined next. The
polysulfone is supplied as a bead-shaped solid at room temperature. When used in the
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experiments, it was necessary to use a high temperature to cast a thin film. The 
polysulfone film was found to be too viscous to allow for measurable ion mobility, 
and the conductivity was too low to carry out the TOF experiments. Then o-terphenyl 
and MCDEA were examined. MCDEA can experience hydrogen bonding, resulting in 
changes in concentration of changing carriers, and is a complicated place to start 
when developing a technique. O-terphenyl was a promising system but it did 
crystallize. The best experimental results occurred when using the simple 
non-hydrogen-bonded system, dimethacrylate monomer commercially known as 
D121 [Figure 4.10].
J®
[Figure 4.10] Structure of dimethacrylate of tetaethoxylated bisphenol-A (D121)
4.1.6. Sensor Types
Two interdigitated sensors (one kapton and the other an IDEX sensor) and two 
parallel plate air capacitors (a small and a large capacitor) were used. The kapton 
sensor has been introduced in the 4.12 FDEMS Measurements [Figure 4.2]. Three 
other commercial sensors were used in the TOF technique. The IDEX sensor (036S) 
consisted of electrodes on a 14” flexible polyimide substrate, with an air gap of 115
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microns. The small capacitor (160-110-1) had a large beryllium copper compression 
rotor contact, and nickel plates, which had a 432-micron air gap. The large capacitor 
(HFA-25-B) was a single capacitor employing the rotor and stator design, comprised 
of nickel-plated-phosphor-bronze wiper. The air gap of it was 762 microns. [Table 4.1] 
described the list of parameters of three geometries. Capacitors were obtained from 
Cardwell Condenser Corp., and the IDEX from Micromet, Inc.
Sensor Type Area (cmA2) Distance(cm) A/d (cm)
small capacitor 7.86 0.0432 182
large capacitor 21.3 0.0762 280
IDEX 1.04 0.0115 90.2
[Table 4.1] Parameters of Sensors
4.2. Experimental Procedure
4.2.1. TOF Experiments
A number of variables have to be selected before setting up TOF run. Among 
these are parameters of temperature, sensor type, voltage, and pulse length. 
Temperature
DSC experiments were carried out to obtain the thermal properties, mainly Tg, of 
the different analytes of interest, so that the appropriate temperature range of each 
material for the TOF experiment could be determined. Theoretically, the temperature 
range of the measurements should be from slightly above Tg to the temperature where
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it is quite fluid in order to examine the system over a range of the viscosity. The 
following [Table 4.2] shows the data from the DSC experiments.
Matericals Tg °C Start Temp °C Final Temp °C
Cyanate 81.61 30 90
DGEBA -2.24 25 120
o-terphenyl - 70 140
polysulfone 181.16 240 265
D121 -45.25 -7 85
MCDEA - 100 180
[Table 4.2] Tg and TOF Temperature Range 
Given the temperature range of chemical analytes, a series of temperature 
dependent TOF experiments on the different materials were carried out.
Sensor Type
The distances between two electrodes of three sensors are 115, 432, 762 microns 
respectively for the IDEX, small capacitor, and large capacitor. For the most 
conductive medium, the cyanate, the longest distance sensor, large capacitor was used. 
The small capacitor was used with the other five materials because of its appropriate 
distance for these less conductive materials. The IDEX sensor was also used with the 
D121 and DGEBA.
Voltage and Pulse Length
Voltage and pulse length are the important parameters in the TOF experiment. 
They were interdependent with one another. The idealized scheme (Figure 2.2) was
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only found to be obtainable under appropriate voltage and pulse length for a given 
temperature. If the voltage was too low, it was impossible to build up charge 
migrating across the electrodes. Within the limit of detection, the charge carriers did 
not have enough time to travel across the relatively long distance. As a result in the 
experiment, no peak showed up in the current-time plot [Figure 4.11].
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[Figure 4.11] DGEBA: 25C capacitor 60s 400V
Alternatively, if the voltage was too high, two results were observed. One was 
that the time of fight was too short, from 0.5s to 2s. Such a short time couldn’t be 
accurately monitored, because the instrument took readings at approximately every
0.3s per point. Another factor, the charge polarization at the electrodes was also 
observed. After the first pulse, a strong reverse pull on the ions was exerted. When the 
voltage was suddenly switched, an additional time needed to reverse the charge 
polarization at the electrode, as to release the ions from the electrode. Thus this time 
was added to standard TOF time factor for the migration of the ions. Double peaks in
the experiment plots were often observed supporting the above explanation [Figure
4.12]. The first peak is potentially the true time of flight, where the second peak 
marks the arrival of the over polarized ions
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[Figure 4.12] D121: 40C capacitor 240s 400V 
The amount of time each voltage was held before the positive and negative 
electrodes were switched is the pulse length. If the pulse length was too short, the 
charge carriers did not have enough time to travel across the distance between 
electrodes. A longer pulse length than necessary would be a waste of time. For the 
first case, which used a very short pulse length, broad and flat peaks appeared [Figure
4.13].
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[Figure 4.13] D121: 40C capacitor 15s 50V
But in the case of a very long pulse, an unexpected result occurred. The results 
were similar to the high voltage case, which showed double peaks [Figure 4.14].
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[Figure 4.14] D121: 40C capacitor 240s 200V
An ideal figure of TOF experiment based on the appropriate voltage and pulse 
length is shown as figure 2.2 (a)(p.9).
Data Analysis
After finishing each run, the data were imported into a Microsoft Excel file. An 
x-y scatter plot of current vs. time was created and analyzed. The plot showed both 
the positive and negative pulses of the system. The first pulse was always discarded 
because the ions would be starting from an equilibrium, non-poled starting position as 
they did in subsequent pulses. Finding the peak in the pulse, and subtracting the time 
from the end time of the previous pulse established the time of flight of each pulse. 
The current was also analyzed in terms for the expected linear behavior according to 
the voltage. The average start and equilibrium end currents, and the current at the 
peak of flight were recorded.
Individual Experimental Set-up
The goal of the research was to find the appropriate voltage and pulse length for 
each material at a particular temperature. Because TOF*V=d2/p (Equation 2.5), and p 
is the quantity related to the temperature, the product of TOF and V should be a 
constant at a fixed temperature and geometry. Thus, there should be a flat range of 
TOF*V vs. pulse length plot. A series of pulse length dependent experiments were 
conducted at each temperature. After selecting the right voltage and pulse length, 
then the temperature was varied. The product of TOF and V being constant at certain 
temperature was therefore the criterion chosen to determine good experimental data 
and the correct experimental parameters.
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4.2.2. FDEMS Experiments
Typically the electrical conductivity, a, is obtained through dielectric 
measurements using an in-situ microsensor and a multi-frequency impedance analyzer. 
The impedance of a material is measured over a range of frequencies, allowing the 
determination of capacitance (C) and conductance (G). In this research, FDEMS 
measurements were compared with the TOF technique.
Specimens for FDEMS cure studies were made by inserting an interdigitated 
planar sensor into a small beaker filled with liquid material of interested. The FDEMS 
measurements were collected using a Hewlett Packard impedance bridge controlled 
with data collecting software. Continuous measurements of capacitance, conductance, 
and temperature were taken at ten frequencies from 5Hz to 5xl05Hz throughout the 
entire selected temperature range of each material. DGEBA, and D121 were used in 
FDEMS tests. The real and imaginary components of the complex permittivity were 
then calculated and recorded for each frequency. The conductivity, a, of ions in the 
curing system is a function of the number of charge carriers and the mobility. It is 
calculated from FDEMS measurements when the product of e”(co) is constant using 
the relation o  = eo(o e”(a>), where sois the permittivity of free space, 8.85 pF/m, and 
(o=27tf, where f  is the measurement frequency.
4.2.3. Rheometry Experiments
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Viscosity is related to the temperature. Again viscosity data were obtained for 
D121 and DGEBA. Both chemicals were characterized using 60mm aluminum plates, 
and an oscillation procedure, with five frequencies 1Hz, 3.162Hz, 10Hz, 31.62Hz, 
100Hz for D121 and 0.1Hz, 0.3162Hz, 1Hz, 3.162Hz, and 10Hz for DGEBA.
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Chapter 5.0 
Results and Discussions
In addition to Time of Flight, two experimental techniques were used in this 
research. The FDEMS technique was used to characterize the conductivity. The values 
of conductivity, a, measured by the FDEMS technique were compared with those 
obtained with the TOF technique. Viscosity was obtained through rheology, and is 
related to the conductivity through equation 2.6 a = krfx and thereby the mobility of 
TOF.
Rheometry Data
In comparing the DGEBA and D121, one is the hydrogen-bonded material and 
the other is non-hydrogen-bonded chemical. Two different graphs of the natural log of 
viscosity (r|) versus temperature at lowest frequency measurable were obtained 
(Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2).
In viscosity vs. temperature of DGEBA at 0.1 Hz
y = 9071.4x - 28.422
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[Figure 5.1] DGEBA In Viscosity vs. (1/T)
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In viscosity vs. temperature of D121 at 1 Hz
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[Figure 5.2] D121 In Viscosity vs. (1/T)
The viscosities of both materials decrease in an exponential manner as the 
temperature increases. The equation ln(r|/Pa.s)=9071.4(l/T)-28.422 fits the data for 
DGEBA, while for D121 it is ln(ri/Pa.s)=5048.6(l/T)-17699. Compared to D121, 
DGEBA is more viscous at a given temperature. But because the viscosity of DGEBA 
attenuated faster than D121, it is possible to find the temperatures for two maerials at 
which both materials had the same viscosity. Therefore, DGEBA and D121 could be 
used as a good contrast in TOF measurement due to their different hydrogen-bonded 
property but identical viscosity at predetermined temperature.
TOF Data
D121 was an appropriate medium because of its non-reacting and 
non-hydrogen-bonded character, especially in determining the effect of the
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measurement parameters voltage and pulse length on the TOF technique. As a result, 
most of the experimental data were obtained and discussed based on D121 
experiments. DGEBA is one of the simplest materials of epoxy group, which are the 
prevalent materials to be applied in industries. Thus DGEBA was also used but was of 
less importance due to its hydrogen-bonded property.
Pulse length together with magnitude of applied voltage was examined. First, 
pulse length dependent data were analyzed at a fixed temperature of 40°C. An 
interdigitated (IDEX) sensor system and a parallel plate air capacitor (small capacitor) 
system were used to acquire the data. To see the effect of varying pulse length, the log 
of TOF*V versus the pulse length for each type of sensor was plotted for different 
voltages. Because TOF = d2/ fiV (Equation 2.5), the product of TOF and V is the 
quantity which monitors the ion mobility p for a fixed distance between plates of the 
sensor. When the experimental results are consistent with equation 2.5 at a fixed 
temperature, the product of TOF and voltage will be constant. The plots for both 
sensor systems display many points scattered around a fixed value. There are two 
reasons for this scatter. If the pulse length is too small and/or the voltage is too weak, 
ions migrate only partially to the opposite plate. That is the major concentration of 
charge is between the two plates. When the voltage is reversed on the electrodes, the 
shorter distance for the major concentration of ions to travel produces a smaller value 
for the TOF. If the voltage is too strong and/or the pulse length is too long, a 
polarizing process can be created. When the voltage is reversed on the electrodes, an
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additional time is needed to reserve the excess charge polarization effect and pull the 
ions from plates. As a result, one observes a longer TOF.
Next we examined the effect of distance between the electrodes by comparing 
the two sensors with different electrode space. For (Figure 5.3) with an IDEX sensor, 
a line has been drawn through those experimental points. The points were chosen 
based on the fact that the product of TOF*V should be independent on the voltage at 
each pulse length. Thus the product of TOF and voltage is a constant. The value of 
log(TOF*V) for this line is approximately 2.0.
D121(mdl0/1) IDEX sensor @40C pulse length dependent data
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[Figure 5.3] D121 IDEX Sensor @40C Pulse Length Dependent Data
Many points are above that value due to too strong a voltage in the small 
distance IDEX geometry sensor. Only at a short pulse length (30s) and low voltages 
(12.5V) are the experimental points below that line. When the pulse length increases
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to a very large value, even at these lower voltages, the points fall above the constant 
value and scatter as well. In the case of the small capacitor (Figure 5.4), the constant 
value of log of TOF*V is 3.1.
D121 small capacitor @40C pulse length dependent data
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[Figure 5.4] D121 Small Capacitor @40C Pulse Length Dependent Data 
Compared to (Figure 5.3), more points are below the linear value. These occur at 
short pulse lengths (<120s) and lower voltages (25V and 50V), because the small 
capacitor has a relatively larger distance of 4.3E-06m between the electrodes. This is 
to be compared to 1.2E-06m between the electrodes of the IDEX sensor. Therefore, a 
longer pulse length is needed to pull all the ions across the distance of the electrodes 
and to build up enough charges at the electrodes to an ideal level for accurate TOF 
measurements. Thus, the sensor’s electrode space plays an important role in the ion 
mobility measurement. Different sensors will have a different distance between two
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electrode plates, and thereby a different range of voltages and pulse lengths that 
produce good TOF results. The ratio of the small capacitor electrode separation to the 
IDEX sensor electrode separation is 3.6, and the ratio d2=(3.6)2 is 13.0. The constant 
values of log of TOF*V of the small capacitor and the IDEX sensor are 3.1 and 2.0. 
The ion mobility p is constant at the same temperature. Thus, the experimental ratio 
of TOF*V for the two geometries is 12.6, which is close to the theoretically predicted 
ratio of 13.0 based on the two distances. This result shows that the ion mobility does 
not change with geometry, and again is in agreement with (Equation 2.5). It also 
shows that both of these sensor systems provide good Time of Flight results.
Next we compare the TOF responses of D121 and DGEBA as a function of 
temperature. The log of TOF*Voltage versus temperature for the small capacitor with 
D121 and DGEBA are plotted [Figure 5.5] and [Figure 5.6]. All the experimental 
points are included.
D121 small capacitor temperature dependent data
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[Figure 5.5] D 121 Small Capacitor Temperature Dependent Data
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DGEBA capacitor temperature depdendent data
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[Figure 5.6] DGEBA Small Capacitor Temperature Dependent Data 
Comparing log(TOF* Voltage) versus temperature plots of D121 and DGEBA, 
the same trends are apparent. The product of TOF and voltage is a function of 
temperature. As shown in (Equation 2.5), the ionic mobility is also a function of 
temperature. From the viscosity data of the two chemicals, we observe that the 
viscosity of D121 at 25°C is the same value of 0.6 as that of DGEBA at 55°C. The 
average value of log(TOF * Voltage) for D121 at room temperature is approximately 
3.7 compared to the value of 3.0 for DGEBA at 55°C. Since the product of TOF and 
voltage has the inverse ratio to the mobility, D121 has a relatively small ionic 
mobility compared to DGEBA. Thus one reason that the hydrogen-bonded system has 
a rather large conductivity is that the ionic mobility due to proton exchange is faster 
than diffusion of ions in the non-hydrogen-bonded media.
The slope of the linear best-fit product of log(TOF*Voltage) versus temperature
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for DGEBA is larger than that for D121. This can be explained in that temperature 
decreases the viscosity move in the hydrogen bonding system of DGEBA.
FDEMS Data
As described in FDEMS experiments, the electrical conductivity of a material is 
derived from (Equation 3.24) a  = (o e0 e”, where a  is a constant over a range of 
frequencies.
But in the TOF technique, the electrical conductivity of a material is defined as 
the current flowing through the material under a static electrical potential,
a  = Id / AV 
[Equation 5.1]1
where I is the equilibrium current at the end, d is the distance between the electrodes 
in centimeters, A is the area of the electrode plate in cm , and V is the voltage of the 
TOF measurement.
Figure 5.7 shows the experimental conductivity from TOF and FDEMS 
measurements.
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D121 log (sigma) vs. Temp (C)
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[Figure 5.7] D121 TOF and FDEMS Sigma versus Temperature 
The conductivity data of both the techniques has the same trend with increasing 
temperature. Thus TOF and FDEMS results differ in magnitude but show the same 
dependence on temperature. The reason for the difference can be explained in that the 
TOF technique has the charge polarization effect. Extra charges have been built up at 
the electrodes during the experiment. This results in the lower conductivity calculated 
from TOF than the measurable conductivity from FDEMS.
Compiled Data
Since the ionic concentration, Ni is constant in the non-hydrogen-bonded D121, 
the product of TOF, voltage, and conductivity should return a constant value 
regardless of temperature. Note TOF = d2/ pV (Equation 2.5), and the relationship of
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a  and p through the equation o/p=N in the case where N is a constant. Combining the 
two equations, we get (o*V*TOF)=N for all magnitudes of voltage given a constant 
geometry. This quantity is plotted versus temperature for D121 (Figure 5.8).
D121 Idex sensor (TOF*V*Sigma(eq)) vs. Temp(C)
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[Figrue 5.8] D121 IDEX Sensor (TOF*V*Sigma) vs. Temp 
There is an inherent scatter in the value. The lack of trend in the data shows that 
the value of N/ is not increasing or decreasing in a discemable trend. The scatter 
indicates the range of error associated with the TOF measurement.
Figure 5.9 shows that for DGEBA there is also no detectable change or trend in 
the number of charge carriers with temperature. Compared to D121, DGEBA has a 
bigger value in the number of charge carriers and a bigger range of scatter.
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DGEBA capacitor TOF*V*sigma(eq) vs. Temp(C)
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[Figure 5.9] DGEBA small Capacitor (TOF*V*Sigma) vs. Temp 
Considering the challenges inherent in in-situ monitoring during cure, one of the 
goals of this research is to explore the application of the technique during 
polymerization. At the onset of the research, we tried to validate the relationship of 
the conductivity, mobility and viscosity by the equations of o = krfx and TOF*V = d2/ 
p. Since the quantities of conductivity, TOF*V, and viscosity are all functions of 
temperature, the conductivity and TOF*V were plotted versus viscosity directly. 
[Figure 5.10]
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D121 IDEX sensor viscosity Dependent Data
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[Figure 5.10] D 121 IDEX Sensor Viscosity Dependent Data 
The above plot demonstrates that the conductivity, determined through dielectric 
measurement, is directly proportional to the viscosity, and the experimental value of x 
is 0.97. The value of TOF*V versus viscosity has a slightly lower slope. The 
difference is probably due to variation in the materials, such as moisture-humidity and 
particularly experimental uncertainty in the measurements.
In this research, the objective to determine the measurement parameters for the 
TOF technique has been achieved, and the ability to analyze the data has been shown. 
These were accomplished through optimizing parameters of voltage, and the pulse 
length for a material of interest at different temperatures, and plotting the value of 
TOF*Voltage versus pulse length to obtain valid data. Future work will focus on 
hydrogen-bonded systems, which experience an increasing and variable number of 
mobile species, as the number of hydrogen bonding groups change.
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Chapter 6.0 
Conclusions
The initial goal of this research was achieved to determine the correct 
measurement parameters for the TOF technique. The ability to analyze the data and 
monitor the mobility has also been shown. The following is a summary of specific 
conclusions.
Viscosity affects the conductivity of the materials of interest. The conductivity is 
a function of ionic mobility and the number of ionic species. The viscosity is related 
to the temperature. Therefore the temperature is the first parameter, which should be 
considered.
The TOF technique measures the transit time (time-of-flight time) of ions 
traveling across the electrodes. The distance of the electrodes has a direct influence 
upon the magnitude of transit time. The TOF instrument, Keithley 237, records the 
output current at time intervals of approximately 0.33 seconds per point. Considering 
the experimental errors, a “good” time-of-flight time should be no less than 5 s and the 
electrode space of the sensor needs to be selected to achieve this result.
Pulse length and voltage need to be carefully selected. The theoretical prediction 
of TOF* V equals a constant and is the criteria to choose the voltage and pulse length. 
Thus at each temperature, a plot of TOF* Voltage versus pulse length should be made. 
The product of TOF and voltage should be constant for accurate measurements of 
TOF. This is shown by the linear values on the plot.
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No time is needed to short the electrode circuit between pulses. Any build up of 
charge that may occur at an electrode is inconsequential to any subsequent runs.1
Time of Flight measurement is an appropriate technique to separately monitor 
the ionic mobility. In the D121 system, at fixed temperature, we used two different 
sensors, a small capacitor and an IDEX sensor, to demonstrate the credibility of the 
equation TOF = d2/ pV. Then in the same geometry, and with the same viscosity, we 
demonstrated that the DGEBA has a relatively higher mobility than the D121, due to 
its hydrogen bonding property.
Additionally, Time of Flight is a potential technique to accurately and on-line 
measure the macroscopic viscosity of a polymer during the curing process. A 
proportionality relationship in the D121 system is obtained as
TOF*V oc 1/poc T |0 '78 
where p is the mobility of ions, and r| is the viscosity.
Coupled with FDEMS measurement, TOF technique is able to monitor the 
change in the number of charge carriers. Time of Flight technique measures the 
mobility of ions, while FDEMS technique measures the ionic conductivity. Through 
the equation c  = I  N,- p„ it is possible to determine the variable in ion concentration. 
Future work will focus on the hydrogen-bonded systems.
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